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THE GEILSTON DEBATE 
 
The NTS cannot afford to keep Geilston 
 

 Only six NTS properties make a profit.  The NTS needs to 
reduce its financial liabilities. Other projects need funding. 

 Geilston makes a loss  

 Geilston House is a growing liability 

 The Garden and House are not of major significance. 

 Geilston is not “inalienable”. 

 The E C Hendry fund could be used elsewhere 

 The NTS has poor experience of commercially successful 
operations 

 
Closing the garden and disposing of the house and furniture (along 
with land for “enabling” development) would save the NTS the 
running costs for Geilston and potentially free the capital from the 
E C Hendry fund to support a major project elsewhere in the Trust’s 
portfolio. 

The NTS cannot afford to close Geilston 
 

 The NTS needs sustainable income to balance loss-leaders: 
only six properties are profitable 

 Geilston’s location/ catchment, is demonstrably profitable 

 Garden-friendly solutions for the house need to be explored  

 Funders and the public often favour community value and 
engagement over abstract “significance”. 

 Closing Geilston would save a little but would lose potential 

 This could be a prudent and dynamic opportunity to turn-
around the NTS experience of commercial enterprise  

 
Energetically exploring a profitable vision with a view to exploiting 
conservation-led and community-based enterprise – followed by a 
business plan and fund-raising – could create a source of income … 
and a sea change for the NTS which might be transferrable to a 
number of other NTS properties.  

 

 



THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER 
 
The purpose is to make the first step to explore potential mechanisms for sympathetic “conservation-friendly” development at Geilston, in 
order to provide a sustainable income stream for the gardens and house. 
 
 

 



HOW MUCH POTENTIAL DOES GEILSTON HAVE? 
 
Location, location, location 

 45 minutes from Glasgow 

 Minutes from Cardross, Helensburgh and Dumbarton 

 Busy main road 

 Scenically pleasing 

 Very vibrant lunch-time restaurant scene in Helensburgh 
and at Ardardan 

 Train station in Cardross 
 
Demonstrable potential 

 Ardardan has developed over the last decade or so  

 Ardardan is under 5 minutes from Geilston 

 Ardardan offers attractions similar to a heritage property, 
but without the heritage 

o (Very small) Garden and (very short) walk 
o Busy Café (recently doubled in size) 
o (Small) Garden Centre 
o (Large) Farm Produce Shop 
o Farm animals 
o Events for children 

 
Ardandan (website) – 26 staff pictured. Rather more than Geilston! 

 
Not too late? 

 The vibrant all-year-round lunch-venue culture in 
Helensburgh suggests the local market is buoyant 

 Ardardan shows people will travel to a quality destination 

 The location and catchment indicate that Geilston is in an 
excellent location 

 While the area can take another café ,the retail concept 
would require further development to meet market needs. 

   
Part of Ardardan Farm Shop (Ardardan website) 



GEILSTON HOUSE – THE CHALLENGE 
  
 
Geilston House lies at the core of one of the arguments for potential 
closure of the garden.  The NTS have no apparent use for the house, 
having given-up the previous plan to open it to the public.  They believe 
that restoration would cost too much.   
 
The house is too important to demolish, but not important enough to 
stop it being sold or passed on.  This appears to be the present intention 
of the NTS.  If the house is sold, the argument runs that any developer 
would require further land for enabling development to meet the 
conservation deficit.  Because the House forms one side of the walled 
garden, the assumption is that residential use would require ownership of 
the walled garden, thus effectively removing the central area of the 
garden.   
 
It appears to be assumed that any developer would be a commercial one, 
and that any residential use would not be compatible with the walled 
garden being opened to the public.  Without the walled garden, the 
remainder of the garden would lose focus and its more formal interest. 
Closure of the garden would be inevitable. 
 
In opposition to this line of thought, conservation-minded attempts to 
resolve problem buildings have long looked to conservation-friendly new 
uses.  It is a number of decades since Marcus Binney coined the saw 
about problem owners lurking behind problem houses.  This paper 
recommends that conservation-friendly avenues be explored thoroughly 
before proceeding to the commercial development scenario.   
 
Assuming that the NTS is not looking to realise commercial development 
value( by gaining planning permission for building in various places 

throughout the grounds), the main consideration of the NTS will simply 
be to find a new owner for the house.   
 
However, there are different options to  examine:- 

 Could the house be feasibly restored by the NTS as part of a 
realistic campaign to establish a sustainable and sustaining 
income stream?  

 Are there external organisations which might welcome restoring 
and using a House surrounded by gardens which are maintained 
and open to the public? 
 

 
 



 

GEILSTON HOUSE – NTS RESTORATION? 
 
Serious neglect has led the NTS to estimate repair at £2 million.  It is not 

clear on what information this figure is based and further information 

would be welcomed to back-up this high figure.  

Radical surgery 

There is an argument that by removing much of the later additions, the 

significance of the original 1660s house would be greatly increased.   This 

might – 

 increase significance 

 Reduce cost of restoration 

 Increase flexibility and options for reuse 

 Hold greater appeal for funders 

However, there would be loss of quality/ building history  in removing the 

low wing (c.1800, remodelled 1920s) and the tall addition (c.1800, later 

enlarged to the rear), and such a radical approach would need to be 

convincingly argued to HES and might hinge on the level of threat 

otherwise to the structure as a whole. (At nearby Darleith, demolition of 

the early house was permitted to save the later work). 

Partial reduction 

Restoration costs might be reduced by removal  of only less significant 

later additions. 

Complete retention 

By retaining the whole structure,  many potential uses might be enhanced 

e.g. conversion to rentable units 

Mothballing 

If dry rot has spread through the whole house, and where interiors do not 

contain exceptional decorative features, it may be feasible to strip 

outmuch of  the lath and plaster, exposing the main structural members.  

This would be a last resort option, but would allow for future re-use.

 



OPTIONS FOR RE-USE 
 
Reduction or remodelling, if appropriate, might create an effective 
core to service a wedding marquee on one side, and a café on the 
other.  Or the house could become a visitor attraction housing early 
period furniture), or be divided as letting property. The low wing, 
often referred to as “the bungalow”, is in fact a 1920s remodelling 
of a  19th century wing, and this, if retained, could form the 
basis of a café development.   
 
Potential new uses could include: 

 Holiday lets or home(s) for rent 

 Café/visitor building in the low wing 

 Qualuty B&B or Boutique Hotel 

 Work spaces/ studios 

 Offices for national/ major organisation 

 Wedding  venue (plus marquee} 
 
More possibilities may be suggested, but  all should be 
assessed and ranked against agreed criteria, e.g.  – 

 Best conservation outcome for house 

 Closest to NTS model 

 Least physical impact on garden 

 Least site/ management conflicts 

 Most synergy with garden 

 Lowest capital cost 

 Greatest return/revenue 

 Least risk/ easiest to implement 

 Longest term stability 

 Greatest community involvement/value 
 
  

 
    



EXTERNAL ORGANISATIONS WHICH MIGHT RESTORE 
GEILSTON HOUSE WITHOUT COMPROMSING THE GARDENS 
 
Before considering commercial development, a conservation-aware process would normally first explore whether other bodies exist 
which might take ownership and restore Geilston House in a way which would not compromise the gardens.  This is only an initial list of 
“first thoughts” and greater thought and wider inquiry will yield further names. 

 The Landmark Trust is a charity which takes on derelict historic buildings and transforms them into successful holiday lets.  They 
would probably welcome a holiday let set in a garden open to the public.  They use both large, complex buildings and small 
buildings 

 NVA (CEO Angus Farquhar)  who are managing St Peter’s Seminary are said to have previously approached the NTS over a 
restoring lease of Geilston House, but are said to have been turned down.  CEO Angus Farquhar. May have their hands full at 
the moment. 

 Hospitalfield, perhaps in combination with Cove Park and possibly “Wasps” as potential partners for a artist studio development 

 The Building Preservation Trust movement should be approached.  BPTs have a long history of acting as charitable developers  
e.g. Scottish BPT (Una Richards); Glasgow BPT (Anne McChlery), The Prince’s Regeneration  Trust. 

 Community Trusts within the Helensburgh, Cardross and Dumbarton areas which have a good track record should be 
approached, as should other community groups. 

 Conversations with The Buildings at Risk Unit of HES, and with the Scottish Castles Association might identify serious private 
restorers.  Kit Martin would provide a better conservation solution than a market-led developer  

 National Galleries of Scotland or Jupiter Artland: a West of Scotland sculpture park. 
 

 



 

DEVELOPING INCOME STREAMS  
 
The garden deficit 
 
Once the other costs are removed, the cost of running the gardens 
are thought to be in the region of £65,000 per annum, excluding 
any sums paid in from the EC Hendry fund.  The intention of any 
enterprises established in the grounds would be to pay this deficit 
and to create a surplus.  Various possibilities should be explored.  
 
Admission payments 
 
Information regarding current income from admissions suggests 
that around 800 visitors pay admission, and perhaps a further 
10,000 visit the gardens without contributing directly to their 
upkeep.  Most of these are assumed to be NTS members, though 
there may be a degree of avoidance of payment.  There is virtually 
no income beyond admission at present, because there is no 
opportunity to spend money (except a vegetable stall and a DIY 
coffee/ tea facility in a shed).  However, volunteers in the garden 
recruit a significant number of new Trust members each year. 

 
If other enterprises are established in the grounds, the object of the 
exercise would be to generate income for the NTS through  

 Increased admission 

 Increased membership  

 Direct visitor spend and/ or 

 Rents from accommodation and/ or commercial operations  
 
Two issues arise directly from this.  Firstly, the contribution of the 
garden towards sustaining membership income has to receive 
some notional attribution and, secondly, real consideration has to 
be given to waiving admission in some instances (e.g. using a café) 
or potentially to levying additional entrance fees for other potential 
attractions.  The essential problem which lies behind both these 
points is that Geilston is a relatively small garden which charges a 
standard admission fee to non-members.  Consideration would 
have to be given to how additional facilities fit into the 
arrangement. 



POTENTIAL ENTERPRISES TO DEVELOP INCOME STREAMS 
 
Café? 
 
A stylish café is essential. As previously indicated, it is likely that the local market would easily support another appealing café/ lunch venue, 
and that this would contribute to a year round income.   Since cafés are often patronised according to lifestyle aspirations, careful design and 
reasonable scale would be necessary to compete with Ardardan.    It might be possible to work in some form of partnership with Ardardan or 
another existing and successful local business to ensure quality, although this might also reduce potential profit.  There would be clear 
partnership value with The Hill House, particularly if catering and food preparation was merged.    
 
 

     
 



Wedding Marquee? 
 
Whether located attached to the house, or in the vicinity of the kitchen garden, a semi-permanent wedding marquee attached to a kitchen and 
toilets block is an obvious choice.  Much of the intensive support normally required can be minimised by hiring-out the premises only, and 
supplying a list of approved caterers, rather than doing the catering and other services in-house.   
 

    
 

       
 



Wet weather play-barns? 
 
Perhaps located near the kitchen garden, a barn complex could provide an appealing wet weather young children’s play area, perhaps themed 
around a street flanked with miniature shops etc to explore, and incorporating a café.  There should be imaginative slides and robust features 
to stimulate play.  There is key evidence that children help to bring parents and grandparents to exciting play destinations and that  there can 
be supplementary income streams  including the essential café element, children’s parties and other children’s events.  Such a complex can 
also double in the evening for laser-gun venues aimed at young adults.  The scale can be small, as at Catrine House Café in East Ayrshire, where 
it is simply an additional free attraction. Or it can be very large, and a serious income generator such as at Cream o’ Galloway in Dumfries and 
Galloway.  The model we would suggest would be mid-way, using novel internal landscape such as a high street in miniature with shops to 
explore (role play), and padded rough and tumble and other areas including impressive dry flumes and slides.  There is an existing indoor soft-
play facility in Helensburgh called “Gogglebox” but there could be substantial differentiation in appeal. 
  

 
 
 
Rentable housing in existing buildings?  
 
A fairly obvious option is the Gardener’s house, as at present  (although it could be argued that this could be best used for a gardener or other 
resident staff-member), the adjacent office range if converted, and portions of the house.  Both holiday let and homes for rent should be 
explored, but assessed against the needs of users of existing space such as a café, staff base and so on. 
 



Creating new rentable housing? 
 
A less obvious option is for new, rentable housing, involving a large initial outlay, but likely to provide long-term sustainable income.  Private 
development in and adjacent the gardens would have obvious and serious detrimental effect on the long-term future of the gardens because 
of the usual requirement for private space and access roads around houses, because sale does not create a sustainable income stream, and 
because new private development is extremely likely to be visually and practically at odds with the attractions of a garden setting.  However, 
there may be two options for creating a limited amount of rentable housing which would not require the intrusion of design, privatised space 
and new roads into the garden areas.  The first of these might be to complete the square of offices around the gardener’s house in a similar 
style.  The other might be to create a stable-block styled set of housing, set back at one side of the drive.  A number of Scotland’s leading 
conservation architect’s practices have experience of designing revivalist housing e.g. the ogee-roofed garden buildings by Simpson and 
Brown, and by Nicholas Groves-Raines, and other buildings by, for example,  Benjamin Tindall and Lachlan Stewart (Anta).  Revivalist structures 
taking their key from history represent a valid approach in a heritage context, where modernist or commercial aesthetic would be too 
intrusive.   However, getting this right would be tricky and so this would not necessarily be a Friends of Geilston preferred option. 
 

 



 Vegetable growing for sale? 
 
This may have to be done on quite a large scale to be effective, but in tandem with other attractions, especially with retail points on the 
property.  The presence of a large farm shop at Ardardan raises questions – could organic or other produce really be sold on site with success?  
However, it may be feasible to supply the local Waitrose (10 minutes away) or even Ardardan itself, but this would reduce the profit margin 
considerably?  Perhaps a partnership with Loch Fyne Oysters or similar could combine a seafood shop (and café?) with (organic?)  
Geilston-grown vegetables? 
 
Glamping? 
 
There may be a case for investigating semi-permanent  holiday camping structures, perhaps in the vicinity of the kitchen garden. 
 
Exhibition on previous owners and the American connection 
 
An exhibition on the history of Geilston and its owners would be interesting in its own right, but may also be useful in fundraising.  For 
example, an exhibition on the American dimension as an integral element within the café might help to fundraise from the United States.  The 
American supporters of the NTS currently raise large sums for NTS projects.  A trust established by Miss EC Hendry still disburses sums 
annually. 
 
The House as a visitor attraction 
 
Other suggestions have been made in the course of this paper which the House might be used in connection with.  However, if the house were 
cut down to its original size, if this were permissible, it might form an attraction as a recreation of the style of the original interior.  Though 
internally a reconstruction, it could be of educational interest.  It might also form a home for the (slightly older) furniture to be displaced from 
Gladstone’s Land. 
 
 
 
 
 



Partnership with a successful business. 
 
As a location, Geilston has much to offer to potential partners.  It might be possible to find a successful partner with an existing business model 
which might be transferrable to Geilston.  For example, Loch Fyne Oysters operate a very successful destination restaurant, seafood sales 
counter, café, orientation centre (Here we are) and garden centre with an associated walk.   LFO or a rival might be persuaded that Geilston, 
with its scenic qualities and location close to the centre belt, would be ideal for a partnership arrangement, perhaps situated adjacent the 
existing car park. Restaurant and shop might suit the Geilston profile best. 
 
Since M&S work in partnership with filling stations, it might also be interesting to explore if M&S might consider operating NTS cafes, using 
Geilston as a starting point. 
 

      
 
 

 



VISION, AMBITION AND FUNDING 
 
The above suggestions are tabled at this stage merely for consideration.  Some uses or facilities may be incompatible with others, while some 
might easily work well together. Some may prove helpful; others may prove unworkable or undesirable.  However, three points are worth 
making. 
 
Vision 
 
We hope that the NTS will view its working group on the future of Geilston as a genuine opportunity to approach the future of Geilston with an 
open mind.  We know from the success of Ardardan that a project here would be geographically well-positioned to reach an audience.  As an 
organisation concerned with heritage management and public engagement in equal measure, it should be clear that one of the clear purposes 
in heritage management is the sustainability of the resource in economic terms, and engagement of as wide a community of the public as 
possible. 
 
Ambition 
 
We hope that the working group will take on board that the opportunities offered may be considerable, but that success requires not only 
careful research but willingness to appreciate that, if a vision of Geilston as a generator of income is to be realised, eventual proposals for 
Geilston will have to be appropriately ambitious.   
 
Funding and business partnerships 
 
Nothing can happen without funding, but funding can only follow a business plan which is sufficiently considered and joined-up to meet 
funders’ expectations.  This paper concentrates on initial ideas for reducing the liability which the House presently represents, and for initial 
ideas for potential business development.  Once this is settled on, the real challenge is to investigate funding.  However, by emphasizing the 
NTS ambition for Geilston as a potential first step towards greater future sustainability which may be transferrable to some other properties, 
the Trust may be able to energize support from its membership and to access funding.  Due to links of previous owners with America, this may 
be an appealing funding objective for the NTS US support group. The NTS is already recruiting professional fund-raisers and we hope that 
Geilston can be a demonstration of their expertise. 



 
 


